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This paper is concerned with fundamental questions lying at the boundary of
combinatorics, geometry, and group theory. For example, let A be the point—line
incidence matrix of &"PG(3, q). Then A is a (0, 1)-matrix, with the columns (rows)
corresponding to points (lines) of &. Working over Q, say, the following question is
natural: ÔÔWhich linear combinations of the columns are themselves (0, 1)-vectors?ÕÕ
There are some obvious examples. In fact, in 1982, Cameron and Liebler conjectured
that only the obvious examples exist. Here we settle this 16-year-old conjecture in the
negative.
This question turns out to be intimately related to geometrical properties of certain
line sets in &, and to studies of the orbit structure of the collineation group
P!‚(n#1, q) of &. ( 1999 Academic Press1. INTRODUCTION, NOTATION
The concept of Cameron—Liebler line class was introduced in [5] (see also
[4]) as part of an attempt to classify those collineation groups of PG(3, q)
which have the same number of orbits on points as on lines. Let P (resp. L) be
the Q-vector space generated by the points (resp. lines) of PG(3, q), and P*
and L* be their dual spaces. If P (resp. l) is a point (resp. line) of & then the
element of the dual space corresponding to P (l) will be denoted P* (l*). The
point—line incidence matrix of PG(3, q) deÞnes a linear transformation a:
P*PL*. For any P3PG(3, q), we have
a(P*)"+
P| l
l*.35
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36 CHIH-NUNG HSUCameron—Liebler line classes are those sets of lines whose characteristic
functions are in the image of a. Cameron and Liebler in [5], and later Penttila
in [13], proved the following theorem, giving a series of characterizations of
these sets. In the statement of the theorem, star(P) is the set of lines on a point
P, while line(n) is the set of lines in a plane n and pencil(P, n) is the plane pencil
deÞned by an incident point-plane pair (P, n).
THEOREM 1.1 (Cameron—Liebler, Penttila). ‚et L be a set of lines in
PG(3, q) with characteristic function sL . „hen the following are equivalent:
(i) sL is in the image of a.
(ii) sL is orthogonal to the kernel of a*.
(iii) DRWL D"DR011WLD for any regulus—opposite regulus pair R, R011.
(iv) „here exists x such that DSWL D"x for any spread S.
(v) „here exists x such that DSWL D"x for any regular spread S.
(vi) „here exists x such that for any incident point—plane pair (P, n) we
have
Dstar(P)WL D#D line(n)WL D"x#(q#1) Dpencil(P, n)WL D .
(vii) „here exists x such that
DMlines m3L meeting l, mOlND"x (q#1)#(q2!1)sL(l).
(viii) „here exists x such that for any skew lines l, m,
DMn3L : n is a transversal to l and mND"x#q (sL(l)#sL (m)).
In [5], it is proved that the number x in Theorem 1.1 is the same for each of
the conditions. This number is called the parameter of the line class. Cameron
and Liebler prove that Cameron—Liebler line class of parameter x necessarily
have x (q2#q#1) elements. Since there are q2#1 lines in any spread of &,
we have 04x4q2#1.
Examples of Cameron—Liebler line classes given in [5] are the empty set,
the set star(P) for P3&, (dually) the set line(n) for n a plane of &, for PNn the
set star(P)Xline(n), or the complementary sets of lines to these sets. These
examples have parameters 0, 1, 2, q2!1, q2, and q2#1, and are shown by
Cameron and Liebler to be the only line classes with these parameters.
Furthermore, Cameron and Liebler conjectured that these are in fact the only
Cameron—Liebler line classes in PG(3, q).
In [13], it was proved that for q’2 no such line classes of parameter three
or four exist (apart from the possibility of a class of parameter four in PG(3, q)
with q"3 or 4). In [2, 7], it was proved that for 2(x4Jq , and, when q is
prime, for 2(x41
2
(q#1), no Cameron—Liebler line class of parameter
x exists in PG(3, q).
‚-FUNCTIONS 37A complete classiÞcation of Cameron—Liebler line classes of PG(3, q) would
yield a classiÞcation of subgroups of the collineation group of PG(n, q) (n53)
with the same number of orbits on points as on lines, a classiÞcation of
symmetric tactical decompositions of the points and lines of PG(n, q) and
a classiÞcation of certain weighted point sets of PG(3, q) (see [4, 5, 13]).
Cameron—Liebler line classes have also been studied by Eisfeld (see [9]), who
proved that they have, in a precise sense, the most intersecting lines of all line
subsets of PG(3, q) and examined sets of this form in the more general context
of strongly regular graphs and partial geometries. We also note in passing
that the analogous sets in generalized quadrangles have been studied by
Payne in [12]; he called them tight sets.
In [7], a Cameron—Liebler line class of parameter Þve in PG(3, 3) is
demonstrated. This was the Þrst ÔÔnontrivialÕÕ Cameron—Liebler line class to
be found. In the paper at hand, we give a construction which yields
a Cameron—Liebler line class of parameter 1
2
(q2#1) in PG(3, q) for any odd
prime power q. Thus Cameron and LieblerÕs conjecture is false except
possibly over Þelds of characteristic two. As an application, in Section 4, it is
shown that there do not exist spreads of PG(3, q) all of whose lines are tangent
to a Þxed elliptic quadric (in constrast with the case when q is even).
Throughout, & will denote PG(3, q) with q an odd prime power. The points
of & will generally be denoted using homogeneous coordinates as
x"(x
0
, x
1
, x
2
, x
3
) and referred to as P, Q, etc. We will denote by „
P
(») the
tangent hyperplane to an algebraic surface » in & at a nonsingular point
P3», and by „
P
(C) the tangent line to an algebraic curve C in PG(2, q) at
a nonsingular point P3C.
2. TANGENT LINES TO AN ELLIPTIC QUADRIC
Let O be an elliptic quadric in & (see [10]). For each P3O letL
P
be a set of
(q#1)/2 of the (q#1) tangent lines to O at P. DeÞne a set of lines L by
L"Mall secants to ONXAZP3O LPB . (1)
Since L
P
WL
Q
is empty for P, Q distinct points of O, and no tangent line to
O can be a secant line to O, we have
DL D"DMall secants to OND#DO DA
q#1
2 B
"A
q2#1
2 B (q2#q#1).
38 CHIH-NUNG HSUDEFINITION. Let n
1
and n
2
be two tangent planes to O, at the points
P
1
and P
2
, respectively, and put l"n
1
Wn
2
. We will say thatLmatches along
l or that L matches at P
1
and P
2
if for all Q3l, P
1
@Q3L if and only
if P
2
@Q3L.
In this section we prove a theorem which links this matching property to
the Cameron—Liebler property. We begin with some preliminary lemmas,
which are stated for convenience but whose proofs are omitted.
LEMMA 2.1. If l is an external line to O then l is the intersection of exactly
two tangent planes to O, and conversely every two distinct tangent planes to
O intersect in an external line to O.
LEMMA 2.2. If P is a point ofO, P is on exactly one tangent plane to O, and if
Q is an external point to O, then Q is on exactly q#1 tangent planes to O.
Furthermore, as Q varies over the points of a line l which is tangent to O at
a point P3O, the tangent planes which arise in this way are all distinct, except
for „
P
(O).
LEMMA 2.3. In PG(2, q) with q odd, let C be a nonsingular conic. „hen if l is
any secant to C, exactly (q!1)/2 points of l are on two tangents to C, and
(q!1)/2 are on no tangents to C.
THEOREM 2.1. Fix an elliptic quadric O in & and let L be a set of lines of
& deÞned as above. „hen the following conditions on L are equivalent:
(i) L is a Cameron—‚iebler line class of parameter x"(q2#1)/2.
(ii) L matches along „P
1
(O)W„P
2
(O) for all P
1
, P
2
3O.
(iii) For any P3O, „
P
(O)WL"L
P
, and if n is not a tangent plane to
O then line(n)WL is all secants to the nonsingular conic nWO plus either all or
none of its tangent lines.
(iv) For any P3O, star(P)WL is L
P
together with all secants to O on P;
and if PNO then star(P)WL is all secants to O on P together with either all or
none of the tangent lines to O on P.
Proof. (i) implies (ii): If L is a Cameron—Liebler line class then by [5],
Lmust have parameter (q2#1)/2. Assuming this, let P
1
and P
2
be points of
O, and put n
i
"„P
i
(O) for i"1, 2, and l"n
1
Wn
2
. Let Q3 l be such that
Q@P
1
3L. SinceLWline(n
1
)Lpencil(P
1
, n
1
), Dpencil(Q, n
1
)WL D"1. Also,
Dline(n
i
)WL D"1
2
(q#1) for i"1, 2 by the construction of L. Therefore by
condition (vi) of Theorem 1.1 applied to the incident point—plane pairs (P, n
1
)
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2
), we have
Dstar(Q)WL D"A
q2#1
2 B#(q#1)]1!A
q#1
2 B
"A
q2#1
2 B#(q#1)]Dpencil(Q, n2)WL D!A
q#1
2 B
and therefore it must be that Dpencil(Q, n
2
)WL D"1, that is, that Q@P
2
3L.
If Q@P
1
NL then an identical argument shows that Q@P
2
NL also.
(ii) implies (iii): Suppose that (ii) holds. If P3O then „
P
(O)WL is of the
required form since any line of „
P
(O) which is not on P is an external line to
O and hence is not inL by construction ofL. If nWO is a conicC (necessarily
nonsingular), then line(n)WL contains all the secants to C, by construction
of L. Suppose that for some P3n, line(n)WL contains the tangent „
P
(C)
to C at P. Let Q3C be any other point of the conic. Then R"„
P
(C)W
„
Q
(C)3„
P
(O)W„
Q
(O) since „
P
(C) is a line of „
P
(O) and similarly for Q; and
„
P
(C)"R@P3L by assumption, so the matching property (ii) implies that
R@Q"„
Q
(C)3L. Since Q was an arbitrary point of C, this implies that
line(n)WL contains all the tangents to C if it contains one of them. Since the
lines of n which are external to C are also external to O and hence are not in
L, this shows that line(n)WL consists of all secants to C plus either all or
none of its tangents, so (iii) holds.
(iii) implies (iv): Let QNO, and suppose that some tangent l to O on Q is in
L. Let m be another tangent to O on Q. Then n"l@m is a plane with nWO
a conicC, and since l is a tangent toC inL, all tangents toCmust be inL: in
particular m3L. Hence all tangents to O on Q are in L, so (iv) holds.
It is easy to see that (iv) implies (ii), and therefore (ii), (iii), and (iv) are all
equivalent. We will now show that (ii), (iii), and (iv) taken together imply (i).
By condition (vii) of Theorem 1.1 it is enough to show that for all lines l of &,
DMlines m3L meeting l, mOlND"1
2
(q2#1)(q#1)#(q2!1)sL(l), (2)
where sL is the characteristic function of L. There are four possible cases:
a line l could be tangent to O and inL, tangent to O and not inL, external to
O or secant to O. We will show the calculation only in the last case, the others
being similar. Assume then that l is a secant line to O; let P
1
be one of the
points of contact of l with O. Since there are exactly 1
2
(q#1) tangent lines to
O at P in L, there is a plane n
1
containing l whose intersection with O is
a conic C
1
, all of whose tangents are inL, and a plane n
2
containing l whose
intersection with O is a conic C
2
, none of whose tangents are in L, by (iii).
Then Lemma 2.3 and (iv) applied to l as a line of n
1
imply that at least
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2
(q!1) of the points of lCMP
1
, P
2
N have all of their tangents to O inL, while
applying this lemma and condition to l as a line of n
2
implies that at least
1
2
(q!1) of the points of lCMP
1
, P
2
N have none of their tangents to O in L.
Therefore exactly 1
2
(q!1) of the points of l o⁄ O fall into each category, so the
sum of Dstar(Q)WL D for Q3l is
2Aq2#
q#1
2 B#A
q!1
2 BA
q2!q
2
#q#1B#A
q!1
2 BA
q2!q
2 B
"(q2!1)#A
q2#1
2 B (q#1)#q#1,
and since the line l is counted q#1 times in this sum while each other line of
L on l is counted once, (2) is satisÞed. j
If L satisÞes the conditions of Theorem 2.1 then deÞne sets X and ‰ by
X"MQ3&CO : no tangents to O on Q are in LN and ‰"MQ3&CO : all
tangents to O on Q are in LN.
COROLLARY 2.1. If L satisÞes the conditions of „heorem 2.1 then for each
external line to O exactly 1
2
(q#1) points of l are in each of X and ‰, while if l is
a secant to O exactly 1
2
(q!1) points of l are in each of X and ‰.
Proof. It follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.3. j
COROLLARY 2.2. IfL satisÞes the equivalent statements of „heorem 2.1 the
characteristic function sL of L is given by
sL"aA
1
2
+
P3O
P*! 1
2q
+
Q3X
Q*# 1
2q
+
Q|Y
Q*B.
Proof. Use Corollary 2.1 and the conditions of the theorem to see that the
given function is in fact the characteristic function of L. j
COROLLARY 2.3. If the matching hypothesis holds for L then L is a set of
1
2
(q2#1)(q2#q#1) lines of PG(3, q) with Dline(n)WL D equal to one of
q#1
2
,
q2#q
2
,
q2#3q#2
2
for each plane n, and Dstar (P)WLD equal to one of
q2#q#1
2
,
q2!q
2
,
q2#q#2
2
‚-FUNCTIONS 41for each point P. In particular, L is a set of lines having three characters with
respect to planes and stars.
Proof. It follows immediately from conditions (iii) and (iv) of Theorem
2.1. j
3. A NEW CAMERON—LIEBLER LINE CLASS
We now turn to Þnding a set of tangents to an elliptic quadric satisfying the
conditions of Theorem 2.1. We do this by using an equivalence relation on
circles in the inversive plane IP(q) deÞned by Orr in his Ph.D. thesis [11]; this
is possible by the identiÞcation of the points and plane sections of an elliptic
quadric in PG(3, q) with the points and circles of the inverse plane IP(q) as in
[3]. Orr proves in his thesis that the relation deÞned on circles of IP(q) with
q odd by C
1
&C
2
if there exists a circle tangent to both is an equivalence
relation which partitions the circles of IP(q) into two equivalence classes, each
containing 1
2
q (q2#1) circles. LetA be one of the equivalence classes, and let
O be an elliptic quadric in PG(3, q) with q odd, identiÞed with IP(q). Any circle
C of IP(q) then corresponds to a section of O by a nontangent plane n, and
therefore C has q#1 tangent lines to O associated to it, namely those
tangents contained in n. DeÞne a set L of lines of & as all lines secant to O,
together with all tangent lines to O which occur as lines associated to circles
of A. We now prove that L is a Cameron—Liebler line class. Recall that an
intersecting pencil of IP(q) is the set of q#1 circles on a given pair of points,
while a tangent pencil is the set of q mutually tangent circles at a given point.
LEMMA 3.1. A contains exactly 1
2
(q#1) circles in each intersecting pencil,
and either all or none of the circles in each tangent pencil.
Proof. The second statement follows immediately from the deÞnition of
a tangent pencil and the deÞnition of the equivalence relation. As for the Þrst
statement, Orr proves in [11] that any collineation of IP(q) either ÞxesA or
switches the two equivalence classes; therefore, since any intersecting pencil
contains a circle in A or a circle not in A, it is suƒcient to prove it for one
speciÞed pencil. This is a simple calculation, using either OrrÕs presentation of
IP(q) as a set of matrices over GF(q2) or the ÔÔRiemann sphereÕÕ presentation
(take the pencil to be deÞned by the points (0, 0) and R, that is, the set of lines
through the origin of AG(2, q)). j
THEOREM 3.1. „he set L given above is a Cameron—‚iebler line class of
parameter 1
2
(q2#1) in PG(3, q).
Proof. We begin by proving thatL contains exactly 1
2
(q#1) tangents to
O at each P3O. Let QOP be any other point of O. Lemma 3.1 implies that
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2
(q#1) circles of the intersecting pencil deÞned by P and Q are in A, and
therefore at least 1
2
(q#1) tangents to O at P are inA. On the other hand, if Q@
is any third point of O, and the circle on P and Q@ which deÞnes the tangent
l at P is inA, then at least one circle of the tangent pencil on l, and hence all
such circles, is in A, so in particular, the circle deÞned by Q and l is in A.
Therefore any two points Q and Q@ deÞne the same 1
2
(q#1) tangent lines at P,
so L contains exactly half the tangents to O at each point of O.
Now by Theorem 2.1, we need only show that for any external line l to
O,L matches along l, say l"„
P
(O)W„
Q
(O), and assume that for some R3l,
P@R3L. Then at least one line, and hence by the lemma, all lines, in the
tangent pencil deÞned by P@R is inA, and therefore in particular the circle
of this pencil containing Q is in A. But this circle is in the tangent pencil
deÞned by P@Q, and therefore P@Q3L. Thus, L satisÞes the matching
property (ii) of Theorem 2.1 and therefore is a Cameron—Liebler line
class. j
In [5], it is shown that any symmetric tactical decomposition of the points
and lines of & gives rise to a Cameron—Liebler line class in &. The authors
also show, however, that the converse does not hold. In this case, the
Cameron—Liebler line class demonstrated above gives rise to a tactical
decomposition of & with four line and three point classes—the line classes are
the set of secants to O, the set of external lines to O, the set of tangents to O in
L, and the set of tangents to O not inL, while the point classes are (using the
notation of the last section) X, ‰, and O. The results of Section 2 show that
the resulting decomposition of & is tactical. It is interesting to note, however,
that there is a symmetric tactical decomposition which can be derived from
this; not of the points and lines of PG(3, q), but of the points and planes. More
precisely, if one takes as point classes O, X, and ‰, and as plane classes the
tangent planes to O and the two types of planes given by condition (iii) of
Theorem 2.1, we obtain a symmetric tactical decomposition of the points and
planes of PG(3, q) as can easily be seen using the results of Section 2. This
decomposition can be seen as a reÞnement of the symmetric decomposition
with two point and two plane classes which arises from the quadric O.
Note that the set of all tangents lines to O not in L, together with all
secants to O, forms another Cameron—Liebler line classes, projectively equiv-
alent to L, while the set of all tangent lines to O in L, together with all
external lines to O, forms a Cameron—Liebler line class of the same parameter
asL, which is, however, projectively distinct fromL. It is shown in [7] that
the only counterexamples to Cameron and LieblerÕs conjecture in PG(3, 3)
have one of the above forms.
We also note that this set of lines can be deÞned in many other ways; it
arises as a union of two line orbits of PS‚(2, q2)](Z/2Z), thought of as
a subgroup of the group PG‚(2, q2)](Z/2Z) of collineations of & Þxing O;
‚-FUNCTIONS 43alternately, the set of lines of L at some point P of O can be regarded as an
orbit of a group of collineations Þxing both O and all points of some secant
line on P. Another interpretation, involving hyperbolic quadrics, all of whose
lines are tangent to O, allows a proof that the constructed class is essentially
the only one which can arise from the construction in Section 2. A more
detailed discussion of these topics can be found in [8].
4. SPREADS TANGENT TO AN ELLIPTIC QUADRIC
It is well known (see [14, 15]) that in PG(3, q) with q even, there exist
regular spreads, each of whose lines is tangent to some given ovoid O (classi-
cal or nonclassical). As an application of our construction we show in this
section that, in contrast, when q is odd, there exist no spreads, regular or not,
all of whose lines are tangent to an elliptic quadric in PG(3, q). In fact, we can
prove the following stronger theorem.
THEOREM 4.1. ‚et O be eliptic quadric in &. If S is a set of pairwise skew
lines, each of which is tangent to O, then DS D4q2!q#2.
Proof. Let L and M be the two Cameron—Liebler line classes obtained
fromO by the construction of Section 3. ThenL andM have no tangent lines
to O in common, so it is suƒcient to show that DSWLD and DSWM D are both
at most 1
2
(q2!q)#1. Let l3SWL, and let n be the plane tangent to
O which contains l. Then by condition (ii) of Theorem 2.1, any other line of
SWLmust intersect n in one of the other 1
2
(q!1) lines ofL tangent to O at
P. There are q points apart from P on each of these lines, and since the lines of
S are skew, at most one can be on each point. Hence DSWLD4
1
2
(q!1)(q)#1 as required, and similarly for M. j
Remark 1. One can show directly that there exist sets of 8"q2!q#2
pairwise skew tangent lines to an elliptic quadric in PG(3, 3). Thus the bound
is sharp in this case.
Remark 2. In the unpublished manuscript [1], Blokhuis and Wilbrink
have proven a weaker version of Theorem 4.1. More precisely, they have
shown that there exist no spreads all of whose lines are tangent to an elliptic
quadric in PG(3, q) when q is odd.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Three conjectures are made in Cameron and LieblerÕs paper [5]. The Þrst
concerns subgroups of the collineation group of PG(n, q) which have the same
44 CHIH-NUNG HSUnumber of orbits on points as on lines, the second concerns symmetric
tactical decompositions of PG(3, q), and the third is the subject of this paper.
Each of these conjectures is stronger than the last, and the counterexample to
the third conjecture which is given here is not a counterexample to either of
the Þrst two. Indeed, the tactical decomposition which corresponds to the
Cameron—Liebler line classes constructed here is not symmetric—it has one
more line class than point class. Furthermore, as noted in Section 3, the class
constructed here arises as the union of two line orbits of a certain group of
collineations which has exactly three orbits on points and four orbits on lines.
Given these statements, it would be interesting to determine the exact
circumstances in which a line orbit of a group of collineations of &, a union of
such, or a line class in a tactical decomposition of & forms a Cameron—Liebler
line class.
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